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[W]hen . . . [we] formulated a plan for the establishment of a ‘High Court of Nations,’ we were laughed to scorn as mere theorists and utopians. . . .

Today we proudly point to the fact that the Hague Tribunal has been established.1

History attests to corporate actors’ capacity to facilitate or at times even plan “unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity”2 and human rights abuses. Cases about corporate officials and corporations used as instruments to perpetrate atrocity crimes were once adjudicated under international law at Nuremberg.3 There, industrialists from among the most powerful elites were tried and convicted, and corporations themselves “suffered corporate death under international law.”4 Corporations at other times have been accused of complicity with the apartheid regime in South Africa,
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support for abuses against the Ogoni people in Nigeria, and contributions to a paramilitary group that summarily executed union leaders and workers in Colombia, among other crimes and violations.\(^5\) While corporate liability could not serve as a full substitute for the prosecution of individuals, it may provide an additional tool to reform harmful corporate culture where individual liability is not feasible.

Corporate actors have not only grown in their potential to do harm at a transnational scale, but they have also played an increasingly important role as their contributions to global governance have also increased. The seeming fragmentation and decentralization of international law has thus given corporations the responsibility to shape and implement internationally applicable norms. However, it may seem that the mechanisms to ensure their accountability have not kept pace with these evolving trends—the theoretical separation between the public and private spheres remains an obstacle in international law.\(^6\)

Despite the establishment of international human rights instruments that impose duties on “every individual and every organ of society,”\(^7\) there remains a gap in corporate accountability at the international level. International human rights courts and monitoring bodies are limited to trying states under specific treaty violations. This approach reflects the traditional presumption of international law that states are the unit-actors on the international sphere. It assumes that governments have the power to control corporate activities within their borders and that international legal obligations on human rights are binding only upon States.\(^8\) While soft law industry standards exist, they are criticized for their lack of enforceability,\(^9\) which may disenfranchise victims from seeking actual judicial redress. The International Criminal Court (“ICC”) has not yet tried corporate individuals despite the possibilities offered by the Rome Statute for victims’ reparations.\(^10\)


\(^9\) See Kenneth Abbott, Hard and Soft Law in International Governance, in International Organizations at 422 (“Soft law has been widely criticized and even dismissed as a factor in international affairs. Realists, of course, focus on the absence of an independent judiciary with supporting enforcement powers.”).

\(^10\) See Rome Statute, supra note 2, Articles 15.3 (“If the Prosecutor concludes that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation, he or she shall submit to the Pre-Trial Chamber a request for authorization of an investigation “), 15.4 (“If the Pre-Trial Chamber, upon examination of the request and the supporting material, considers that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation, and that the case appears to fall within the jurisdiction of the Court, it shall authorize the commencement of the investigation”), 75 (on “Reparations to Victims”) entered into force July 1, 2002. See generally Eric Johnson,
At the domestic level, attempts to close the accountability gap have stalled. Under the U.S. Alien Tort Statute (“ATS”), “district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.” By opening a door for alien victims of atrocities committed abroad to bring their cases under the ATS, the Filartiga decision observed that U.S. courts took “a small but important step in the fulfillment of the ageless dream to free all people from brutal violence.” In 2013, however, the U.S. Supreme Court limited the extraterritorial application of the ATS in its landmark decision of Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum. As the promise of Filartiga dimmed, human rights advocates have increasingly called for the U.S. Supreme Court to clarify when ATS claims can be brought to U.S. courts, while others have called for an international judicial body in their pursuit of justice.

Yet this pursuit of justice is not limited to common law courts and also extends beyond the global North. Countries such as Austria, Brazil, Belgium, Chile, China, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, Indonesia, Japan, Lebanon, Lithuania, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, and the United Arab Emirates, have enacted legislation under which corporations could be held liable under criminal law. Likewise, Ecuador and South
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Africa have proposed a treaty regulating the operation of transnational corporations. The African Union has recently issued a Protocol expanding the jurisdiction of the recently merged African Court of Justice and Human Rights “over legal persons” for crimes defined in the Rome Statute and other crimes. Lastly, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon provided one of the clearest statements that corporate liability is possible under international law by holding that a corporation could be accused for contempt. “[I]n a majority of the legal systems in the world,” the tribunal wrote, “corporations are not immune from accountability merely because they are a legal - and not a natural - person.”

At the same time, consensus on corporations’ legal obligations is only beginning to emerge. After the rejection of the Draft Articles proposed by the International Law Commission, the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights has emerged as the only form of consensus guidelines to govern corporations. In the emerging field of “global private law,” corporations and industries have issued their own codes of conduct.

---
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under self-regulation, though these initiatives have been criticized for their legal softness and ambiguity, as well as their lack of enforceability. The current state of affairs thus presents us with two legal vacuums for which there is still no consensus: the lack of precise binding norms regulating corporate acts and the absence of an international jurisdiction for corporate atrocity crimes. Given the status quo, this special issue of the Harvard International Law Journal Online aims to explore the idea of an international jurisdiction for corporate atrocity crimes. Are international forums to pursue such cases even appropriate or feasible? And if so, what form or forms might such tribunals take? This feature series presents authors’ contributions in five different thematic groups.

The first section compiles features that address the problem of having—or currently not having—binding norms for corporate actors and explores the creation and enforcement of such obligations. Ambassador Luis Gallegos and Daniel Uribe recount the lessons from previous attempts to establish international tribunals for human rights abuses by private actors and encourage efforts to establish a legally binding international agreement on business and human rights. Sara McBrearty offers a private sector perspective in describing the primary challenges facing the business and human rights treaty proposed by Ecuador in the U.N. Human Rights Council. Benjamin Ferencz and Federica D’Alessandra write on the need to hold private enterprises accountable through criminal punishment and civil liability as deterrent factors. Finally, Caroline Kaeb explores the feasibility and role of monitorships within a comprehensive regime of criminal penalties.

The second section offers a critique by questioning the feasibility and appropriateness of resorting to international forums for corporate atrocities. Angel Cabrera Silva explores the effectiveness of creating new international bodies and laws to address corporate atrocities. Gabriela Quijano recommends focusing at the moment on the domestic criminal systems of the home and host states of corporations.

The third section then presents a contrasting viewpoint that analyzes how the ICC might serve in addressing corporate atrocities. Ambassador David Scheffer finds that corporate atrocities can be investigated and prosecuted before the ICC, albeit with complex amendments to the Rome Statute. Jelena Aparac believes that the amendment of the Rome Statute to include corporations, rather than international arbitration, would be the most opportune solution for international justice. Finally, in an interview with Luis Moreno-Ocampo, the first prosecutor of the ICC describes his views on the limits of the ICC’s role in addressing corporate atrocities.

The fourth group of features explores the possibility of providing international jurisdiction for corporate crimes in regional forums. ICC Judge Chang-ho Chung surveys the existing approaches of regional courts toward corporate human rights violations, and discusses the need to establish an Asian Pacific Court of Human Rights. Commissioner Jésus Orozco-Henríquez finds it likely that the Inter-American System will be increasingly open to address the liability of corporations. In light of the promise of the Inter-American
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23 See Kenneth Abbott, supra note 11 at 422 (“Soft law has been widely criticized and even dismissed as a factor in international affairs. Realists, of course, focus on the absence of an independent judiciary with supporting enforcement powers.”).
System, Ana María Mondragón argues for the Inter-American System of Human Rights to take steps toward enshrining standards of protections against corporate human rights abuses.

The fifth group of features explores the creation of an entirely new international forum to adjudicate corporate atrocities, with Juan Pablo Calderón-Meza proposing alternatives to an international court via arbitration rules driven by civil society. Likewise, Claes Cronstedt and Robert Thompson propose broadening the reach of existing international arbitration framework into an International Arbitration Tribunal on Business and Human Rights that would include human rights disputes involving multinational businesses and victims. In contrast, Maya Steinitz argues that given democratic legitimacy reasons, public adjudication of mass torts is preferable to private sector arbitrations.

We thank our contributors for participating in this issue and hope that the articles contained in this volume will offer another step forward in the pursuit of international justice.